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“We are not drowning. We are fighting.”

Reflections on climate justice ahead of COP21
Ahead of the UN Climate Change Conference (COP21) that begins in
Paris this week, more than 600.000 people in 175 countries around the
world have taken to the streets to call for a strong deal that will see a swift
transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy. In Oslo, the “People’s
Climate March” aimed to put pressure on the Norwegian government for
a strong and ambitious climate agreement.
In this month’s “Voices from the South,” we lift up the speech held by
Marjorie Pamintuan of Karibu partner Asia Pacific Research Network
(APRN), which was given at the Oslo rally. In it, she speaks of the effects
of climate change on the poorest of the poor, the connections between
extractive industries and free trade deals with climate change, and the
need to rise together in the fight for climate justice. A video of the speech
is also accessible online.
Marjorie Pamintuan
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We have proposed solutions
that will lead the way to saving the people and planet from
the multiple crises we are now
facing.
Yet, year in and year out,
these so-called leaders sit inside comfortable meeting
rooms pursuing endless debates which would have been
already solved if only, if only
they started listening more to
us, the people that they are
supposed to represent rather
than the corporations.
This they do while climate
refugees from the Pacific Islands and Bangladesh flee the
rising waters that are engulfing their homes and communities, while Syrians brave the
dangerous Mediterranean to
escape conflict of which climate change is one of the key
factors.
This they do while hundreds
of thousands of people suffer
and die from the consequences of their inaction.
And what have they given to
all of us? They’ve given more
of the same old recipe that
have brought us to our present
situation in the first place, and
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They’ve given up democracy
itself to corporate power, to
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interest of unbounded profit!
And they are willing to enforce
this world order, by pointing
their guns and war machines
at the innocent the most vulnerable and by creating a climate of fear and insecurity, to
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our world’s resources, that allows local economies to flourish, and enable peoples to live
a life of dignity.

coerce us into submission.
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“

“As the pacific islanders would say: ‘We
are not drowning, we are fighting.’ We are
rising, fighting for climate justice.”

mpamintuan@aprnet.org

https://youtu.be/2-P5Vmlij0s
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